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L- Frame 
Takes a Lot of 
Material and 
Working time

Plastic Hopper takes 
long Printing- time 

and is too complex, 
rather take a 

bended metal sheet 
hopper

Arduino 
Temperature 

Controller works 
good, but costs 
nearly the same 

than standard PID 
Controller

The Temperature 
Sensor needs to 
be placed more 
accurate. Maybe 

via screwing

Try to replace 
the expensive 

piston rod with 
a threaded 

rod+brass poke

redesign the 
lever arm 
for better 

fitting

Screwholes 
for the 

housing

B- sample
LessonLearned

Make Compariason 'threaded- 
push- Rod vs. 'chrome- rod' 

-> Done, both work good. The 
chrome rod is easy to install but 
more expensive. The threaded 

rod is cheap but needs addional 
machining. Calculated both 

variants for better comparision

Make Comparison 'thick metal 
sheet' vs. 'thin sheet + plastic frame'
1mm Sheet is very durable but hard 
to get in shape, better use the 0.75 
wich gives enough protection for 

the insulation

Extra voltage converter for the 12V 
Controller :-(

-> controllers are temporary only 
available in 12V, try to get the 5V 
Version plus small transformator

'Why not' use only one Temp. controller 
?

-> by using only one, an additional SSR is 
needed, which has the same costs of an 

entire controller. 
So better use two which gives the benefit 

of a second measuring point

Change threaded 
temp. Sensor to 

eyelet one
-> Done, works 

good.

spotwelding 
sufficient

To have a better 
fixation of the 

insulation 80mm 
Hose- Clamps 

should be used

To have a higher 
Level of safety, 
temperature 
resistant wire 

should be used for 
the power- wire of 

the clamps

make B Version without the 
plates, only caged/Framed 

controllers
-> Done, for the concept side 

plates are a little bit oversized. 
So the caged Version is the way 

to go. A metal and a plastic 
Version have been tested. -> See 
the point Comparioson plate.....

The power- wire for the 
clamps and the sensorwire 
 is routed throug an hole in 
the metalframe. To prevent 

any defects, an cable 
busing should be inserted 

first

2 Point- controller 
also works very 

well
-> change to 2 
point control 

method

Measure temperature 
additionally with 
external device

-> done, checked the 
temperature on the 

different components

for A & B- sample 
25mm heat 

clamps have been 
used, for the C- 
Sample 30mm 
should be used

Comparison, Plate vs. metal- 
sheet vs. PLA Frontend   -> Done, 

Plastic Front- End is the easiest 
because it does not need any 

additional machining. Only 
downside is the lower 

temperature resistance. But 
measurements have shown 

temperatures below 50deg in 
the Area of the Plate, so it should 

work, but needs testingNew grid

A better look of 
the insulation 
sheet for the 

injector pipe can 
be achieved by 

bringing in bevels

The end of the 
lever arm should 
be rounded , to 

have a more 
ergonimical grip

Exchange  the 
frame- braket 
for the lever- 

arm to smaller 
side brackets
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Component Solution1 Solution2 Solution3 Solution4 Solution5

Frame

Frame- Material

Pressure- Tube

Minimal C- Frame C- Frame Big L- Frame AA- Frame H- Frame

Steel Aluminium Alu- Extrusion- Profile

Comment
Possible Wall and Benchtop mount by
minimal use of material

Steel profiles are very cheap, durable, easy to 
weld and easy to buy

Precision Pipe Alu Pipe Water Pipe Chopper Pipe Plain Steel Pipe
For the Injection Process- the piston moves inside the pipe, so it 
needs to have a constand diameter and a good surface inside. 
Only precision pipes have this features without extra 
machining. Plus you can buy them with thick walls. On the 
downside, the pipes are expensive.

Hopper- Material Plastic metal- sheet
thin metal shet is cheap and easy to bend, for complex geometry 
a 3Dprinted bending Tool can be used. This makes welding 
unnessasary

Tube Insulation

Wood No Hopper at all

Glaswool
Insulation is needed for safety reasons and 
for the better thermal efficiency. The standard 
pipe insulation fits perfect

Heating Heat- Band Induction Heat cartrige
The standard heat band are available in 
different Types and fit perfect in size, Voltage 
and Heating Power.

Temperature Control PIPID 2- Point
A two Point controller works suprisingly well 
in combination with the thick wall tube and 
insulation

Sensor- Type PT-100 K- Thermoel. Diode (PTC) Infrared
K- Thermoelememts are available in varius 
types, have a suitable measuring range, are 
cheap and work with most of the temperature 
controllers

Housing Temp. Controller

Housing Tube

Plates both sides Cage Plates

TC Housing Material

Cage Plates + Frame

None Pipe- Insulation

meat sheet thin meat sheet thick plastic wood

None square design round design bevels design

Power Transmission Manuell Lever Toothed Rack Piston Rod

rod system Linear Rod Alu Rod Steel Rod Threaded Rod

Piston Plug none Combo with rod

Piston Plug Material brass Alu Steel

Pipe closure / connector screw cap

Electronics Assembly separate Box intregrated in Frame intregrated in housing

Finish none painted by brush painted by spray
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Orientation of Hopper sideways from above

chopper

plug, inner thread

The Controller is built into the frame, so no 
separate box and wiring is needed

easy 3D print, no need for metal work

a little more effort than 90 degree angeled, 
but looks way better

easy to build and cheap

still experimental, pug itself is tested and 
works good

needs to be machined, no stadard part

easy to machine, runs smoothly throug the 
tube

inlay with M10 thread is way more easy to 
make an outer thread for a 30mm steel tube

no extra Box, everything is integrated in the 
frame

simple spray- paint

can be integrated in the outer metal insulation

Mounting Wall & Benchtop Benchtop only Wall only Benchtop + Wall optional
The machine can be significantly shorter, if it is only mounted on a 
benchtop. The Wall mount can be Welded on the rear side optionally
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Ventilation Fan + HEPA Filter Fan only none

Hopper cover with cover without cover
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If the height of the base 
plate is reduced to 5mm, 

sidelashes for the assembly 
of the insulation sheet is 

needed

-> side Lasehes work fine

reduce the 4 Hopper parts 
to 2 by smarter bending of 

the insulation- sheet

-> good idea, works 
perfectly, only needs some 

little improvements

for a serial model, 
Use cutting 

templates for the 
hopper sheets

implement housing holding 
bar with cable routing

-> good idea, works 
perfectly and can be used 
as a bracket for the cover

cut three 
ventilation 

slots on 
each side

the controller 
cover needs to be 
out of metal, due 

to thermal 
problems with 

plastic

soft soldering of the 
hopper part works, 
but try to make a 

bended one which 
needs no or less 

soldering

the upper cross 
strut can be used to 
implement a small 
ventilation systems 
with hepa filter to 

avoid fumes

open the middle 
strut on one 
side, to get 

more space for 
the electronics

for a serial 
model, a 

temperature 
limiter is 
needed

for a serial model, a 
samall fan should be 

implemented to 
avoid heat 

accumulation in the 
upper part of the 

cover
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